
 
1.1. General Settings 

 
To set up the RusPostExpress delivery options as available methods on the checkout, it’s 
necessary to go to the admin settings Stores > Configuration > Sales > Shipping Methods > 
RusPostExpress.  
 
Common settings are in the RusPostExpress section. To use the option on the site a site’s 
owner has to register a RusPost account.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



For correct integration the following set of fields have to be filled: 
 

- Sender FullName 
- Sender Country 
- Sender Region 
- Sender City 
- Sender PostCode 
- Address 
- Phone 
- Email 
- VAT number 
- API Login (should be provided by the RusPost) 
- Password (should be provided by the RusPost) 
- Schedule – the filed contains the Cron expression that defined a schedule of the 

order export to the RusPost system 
- Status for sent orders – it will be set up automatically when the order will be 

exported to the RusPost system 
- Package Code (should be provided by the RusPost) Possible values are box, carton, 

envelope 
- Package Length 
- Package Width 
- Package Height 
- Warehouse country – is the warehouse where the products are stored (or where the 

customer is located). The setting is used to map the current warehouse and price 
settings in the admin panel. 

 
The values for package dimensions (length, width, height) are not known when an order is 
created so the default values will be filled and exported to the RusPost system. After the 
order has been physically assembled, the admin can go to the order grid in the admin panel 
and fill the real dimensions. 
 
The admin can switch the integration state between Test and Production modes via the 
setting Production mode. Test mode will help to check if the integration works fine before 
launching. 
 
 
 

1.2. RusPost Express EMS 
 
To set up the RusPost Express EMS delivery option on the checkout, it’s necessary to go to 
the admin settings Stores > Configuration > Sales > Shipping Methods > RusPostExpress 
EMS. 
 



 
 
An admin can enable or disable this method, set up the delivery method title that will be 
shown on the checkout page. Also, the block with detailed description of the method can be 
chosen in a Block setting.  
 
The information on the checkout can look like the following: 



Additional services cost and insurance cost will be calculated automatically according to the 
destination that a customer chooses. The system takes data from the Pricing table of the 
shipping method settings:  
 
 

1) For delivery price – the sum of the base price for a specific country and the price for 
each KG of the purchase. If the order weight is not an integer, its value is rounded up 

2) Custom assistance price – a fixed value from the table 
3) Insurance – the value is counted as a percent of the order price without delivery 

cost. 
4) Tax Percent – all the prices connected to the RusPost (delivery price, custom 

assistant price, and insurance price) will be counted including the percentage of the 
tax that is set up in the field. 

 
The system allows input of decimal values where whole and fractional parts are separated 
by a dot. 
 
The admin sets up  

- From country - the country from which orders will be sent  
- To Country – the country to which the orders will be sent  
- Base price 
- Each KG Price 
- Insurance Percent  
- Customs Price 
- Tax Percent 

 
 
 

1.3. RusPost Express Parcel 
 
To set up the RusPost Express Parcel delivery option on the checkout, it’s necessary to go to 
the admin settings Stores > Configuration > Sales > Shipping Methods > RusPostExpress 
Parcel. 
 
 

 
 
An admin can enable or disable this method, set up the delivery method title that will be 
shown on the checkout page. Also, the block with detailed description of the method can be 
chosen in the Block setting.  



The information from the block on the checkout can look like the following (from the text 
“Parcel delivery to Russia…”: 

 
 
 
Additional services cost and insurance cost will be calculated automatically according to the 
destination that a customer chooses. The system takes data from the Pricing table of the 
shipping method settings:  
 

1) For delivery price – the sum of the base price for a specific country and the price for 
each KG of the purchase. If the order weight is not an integer, its value is rounded up 

2) Custom assistance price – a fixed value from the table 
3) Insurance – the value is counted as a percent from the order price without delivery 

cost. 
4) Tax Percent – all the prices connected to the RusPost (delivery price, custom 

assistant price and insurance price) will be counted including the percentage of the 
tax that is set up in the field. 

The system allows input of decimal values where whole and fractional parts are separated 
by a dot. 
 



The admin sets up  
- From country - the country from which orders will be sent  
- To Country – the country to which the orders will be sent  
- Base price 
- Each KG Price 
- Insurance Percent  
- Customs Price 
- Tax Percent 

 
 
 

1.4. RusPost Express Small package 
 
To set up the RusPost Express Small package delivery option on the checkout, it’s necessary 
to go to the admin settings Stores > Configuration > Sales > Shipping Methods > 
RusPostExpress Small package. 

 
 
An admin can enable or disable this method, set up the delivery method title that will be 
shown on the checkout page. Also, the block with detailed description of the method can be 
chosen in the Block setting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The information from the block on the checkout can look like the following (from the text 
“Small Package delivery to Russia…”: 

 
 
 
Additional services cost and insurance cost will be calculated automatically according to the 
destination that a customer chooses. The system takes data from the Pricing table of the 
shipping method settings:  
 
 

1) For delivery price – the sum of the base price for a specific country and the price for 
each KG of the purchase. If the order weight is not an integer, its value is rounded up 

2) Custom assistance price – a fixed value from the table 



3) Insurance – the value is counted as a percent from the order price without delivery 
cost. 

4) Tax Percent – all the prices connected to the RusPost (delivery price, custom 
assistant price and insurance price) will be counted including the percentage of the 
tax that is set up in the field. 

 
The system allows input of decimal values where whole and fractional parts are separated 
by a dot. 
The admin sets up  

- From country - the country from which orders will be sent  
- To Country – the country to which the orders will be sent  
- Base price 
- Each KG Price 
- Insurance Percent  
- Customs Price 
- Tax Percent 

 
 

1.5. Order Details 
 
 

Once an order is created, the admin can change the box sizes manually. To complete it, it’s 
necessary to go to Sales > Orders, find a specific order and open it.  
 

 
The data can be taken from the admin interface of the RusPost system. 
 



After the RusPost accepts the order, a shipping label for its tracking will be returned. The 
link will be put as a comment to the order. 
 
 
 
 

Shipping label view sample is below  
 

 
 
 


